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Abstract: Accurate solar PV power forecasting can provide expected future PV output power so as to help the system operator to dispatch traditional power plants to maintain the balance between supply and demand sides. However, under non-stationary weather conditions, such as cloudy or partly cloudy days, the variability of solar irradiance makes the accurate PV power forecasting a very hard task. Ensemble forecasting based on multiple models established by different theory has been proved as an effective means on improving forecasting accuracy. Classification modeling according to different patterns could reduce the complexity and difficulty of intro-class data fitting so as to improve the forecasting accuracy as well. When combining the two above points and focusing on the different fusion pattern specifically in terms of hourly time dimension, a time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model using mutual iterative optimization is proposed, which contains multiple forecasting models based on wavelet decomposition (WD), fusion pattern classification model, and fusion models corresponding to each fusion pattern. First, the solar irradiance is forecasted using WD based models at different WD level. Second, the fusion pattern classification recognition model is trained and then applied to recognize the different fusion pattern at each hourly time section. At last, the final forecasting result is obtained using the optimal fusion model corresponding to the data fusion pattern. In addition, a mutual iterative optimization framework for the pattern classification and data fusion models is also proposed to improve the model’s performance. Simulations show that the mutual iterative optimization framework can effectively enhance the performance and coordination of pattern classification and data fusion models. The accuracy of the proposed solar irradiance day-ahead ensemble forecasting model is verified when compared with a standard Artificial Neural Network (ANN) forecasting model, five WD based models and a single ensemble forecasting model without time-section fusion classification.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, due to the shortages of fossil fuel and their adverse impacts on the environment, worldwide interest in the deployment of solar power generation is rapidly increasing [1].

In the year 2015, the solar PV market was up 25% over 2014 to a record 50 GW, lifting the global total to 227 GW. The annual PV market in 2015 was nearly 10 times the world’s cumulative solar PV capacity of a decade earlier. China contributed significantly to global solar PV growth, the net PV capacity additions in 2015 and total PV capacity by the end-2015 of China all ranks first in the world [2].

However, the variable nature of renewable power generation is an obstacle to achieving a higher level of solar penetration into the power grid. With the increase in the amount of grid-connected PV plant and installed PV capacity, curtailment of solar generation started to become a serious challenge for China’s solar PV sector [3].

The uncertainty and fluctuation of PV power output can be managed with several possible solutions, including increased demand-side participation, greater coordination to balance allocation among areas, more energy storage equipment, and larger power reserve capacity [4–7]. However, taking into account the economic and feasibility factors, PV power forecasting is still one of the most effective and economical ways to solve the uncertainty and fluctuation problems in PV system. Day-ahead PV power forecasting can provide the expected future PV power output of the next day 24 h, which is an important reference information for power generation planning and system scheduling [8]. Accurate solar forecasting is not only able to help system operators and planners to better manage the variability and uncertainty of PV power in advance, but also can benefit PV plant managers as they avoid possible penalties that are incurred due to deviations between forecasted and produced energy [9].

Solar irradiance is the main influence factor that affecting the power output of a PV plant, the accurate forecasting of irradiance is of great importance for step-wise PV power forecasting [10–13]. Generally, three kinds of method are applicable for solar irradiance forecasting at present, respectively image processing based method using total sky image or satellite image, numerical weather prediction (NWP) based method, and machine learning method using historical irradiance data. Image processing based methods are mainly applied in ultra-short term irradiance forecasting [14–16]. NWP data can be used for day-ahead irradiance forecasting [17], the performance of these NWP based methods mainly depends on the accuracy of NWP data. However, accurate NWP service is usually expensive and it may be unavailable in some remote areas, which restricted its application.

Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the machine learning based method that using historical data to forecast the future irradiance. Affected by the micro-meteorological environment of PV power plant, solar irradiance data sequence contains both stable, periodic component and fluctuant, random component. The former component varied over time every day appears more obvious on sunny days than overcast or rainy days, while the latter component is not that obvious because it is mainly affected by meteorological factors, such as cloud movement or showers. The proportion of the two different components also varies with different weather conditions. Therefore, forecasting models based on a single algorithm are not adequate to solve all the forecasting problems in different environments.

Ensemble model has proved to be an efficient means to solve this kind of forecasting problems with diversified data, as it can comprehensive advantages of a variety of algorithms and suit to multiple conditions [17–19]. However, how to utilize the forecasting results of each individual model in the total ensemble model is still a problem to be solved. Probabilistic forecasting approach is a common application of ensemble model as it can achieve the probability of different forecasting value, according to the outputs of multiple models [20,21]. In some situations, a unique result that can best provide the future information is still need, and a very common way is to calculate the average of the ensemble model outputs or use a mapping model to fuse the multiple results [17,22]. But, the fusion mapping relationship between forecasting results of different models and actual
irradiance is very complicated and changeable, which depends on the performance of each forecasting model, the meteorological environment around PV plant, the geographical environment of PV plant, the forecasting time, etc. Therefore, it is very difficult to distinguish and recognize the different fusion patterns by traditional artificial pattern recognition analysis. Additionally, once the environment of PV plant changes, the original model will no longer apply.

In this paper, we proposed a time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model using mutual iterative optimization. The historical solar irradiance data is first decomposed into several sub-sequences using wavelet decomposition (WD) at different levels. Then, multiple WD based solar irradiance forecasting models are applied to achieve multiple solar irradiance forecasting results. Then, the fusion pattern classification model is used to recognize the fusion pattern of data at each time section. Finally, the forecasting result can be achieved by fuse the multiple forecasting outputs into one individual value using the fusion model corresponding to the fusion pattern.

To ensure the model performance, a mutual iterative optimization framework is proposed to optimize the fusion pattern classification model and corresponding data fusion models.

The main contributions of this paper include:

1. We propose a time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model.
2. We propose a mutual iterative optimization framework to optimize the pattern classification and data fusion models.
3. We test the performance of the proposed ensemble forecasting model and improve the accuracy of solar irradiance day-ahead forecasting approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the ensemble model for day-ahead solar irradiance forecasting. Section 3 introduces the proposed mutual iterative optimization framework for pattern classification and data fusion models. Section 4 is the simulation part. Finally, conclusions were drawn in Section 5.

2. Ensemble Model for Day-Ahead Solar Irradiance Forecasting

2.1. Ensemble Forecasting Framework

In consideration of the diversity of solar irradiance variation under different weather conditions, using a single model to forecast irradiance data is inadvisable. Ensemble forecasting with multiple models established by different method or theory has been proved as an effective means. Therefore, a framework of ensemble model for day-ahead solar irradiance forecasting is applied in this paper, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The framework of day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting.](image-url)
The proposed ensemble forecasting model contains two processes. In the first process, multiple forecasting models are established according to different forecasting methods or theories. After all the forecasting models are trained using historical data of PV power plant, we can achieve multiple solar irradiance forecasting results at each time section in the forecasting day. Then, in the second process, to obtain the final forecasting results, a fusion model is needed to fuse all of the multiple forecasting outputs into a single irradiance value at each time section.

2.2. Wavelet Decomposition Based Irradiance Forecasting

Wavelet theory provides an efficient tool for complex data sequence analysis due to its advantages in multi-scale information processing [23,24]. By discrete wavelet transform (DWT), the original data series can be decomposed into two parts called approximate component and detailed component. The approximate contains the low-frequency information of original series, while the detailed component is focused on high-frequency information. This process is known as wavelet decomposition (WT), and the two subseries obtained from the original series can also be further decomposed by WD process. Therefore, the fluctuant and random part of a data series, which is usually considered as the high-frequency noise, can be extracted and filtered using WD process. Based on the above theory, an efficient way to help improving the forecasting accuracy under non-stationary weather statuses with high volatility data is to decompose the original data series into several stable parts and fluctuant parts. These decomposed subseries have better behaviors (e.g., more stable variances and fewer outliers) in terms of regularity than the original data series, and thus can be forecasted more accurately using multiple well-directed models [25–30].

Given a certain mother wavelet $\psi(t)$ and its corresponding scaling function $\varphi(t)$, a sequence of wavelet $\psi_{j,k}(t)$ and binary scale-functions $\varphi_{j,k}(t)$ can be developed as follows:

$$\psi_{j,k}(t) = 2^{-j}\psi(2^jt - k)$$

$$\varphi_{j,k}(t) = 2^{-j}\varphi(2^jt - k)$$

where $t$ is the time index, $j$ and $k$ denote the scaling and translation variables, respectively.

Then the original data sequence $s(t)$ can be presented as:

$$s(t) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} c_{j,k}\psi_{j,k}(t) + \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{n} d_{j,k}\psi_{j,k}(t)$$

where $c_{j,k}$ represents the approximation coefficient at scale $j$ and location $k$, $d_{j,k}$ represents the detail coefficient at scale $j$ and location $k$, $n$ is the size of the data sequence, and $J$ is the decomposition level. Therefore, according to the fast DWT algorithm, which was developed by Mallat [31], the approximate component and detailed component of a certain WD level can be obtained through multiple low-pass filters (LPF) and high-pass filters (HPF) [30,32,33].

As shown in Figure 2, the original data sequence S can be first decomposed into two part: approximate component A1 and detailed component D1 at WD level 1. Then, the approximate component can also be decomposed into a secondary approximate component A2 and detailed component D2 at WD level 2, and then continues to A3 and D3 at WD level 3, etc.

Therefore, for a certain WD level $k$, the total subsequences obtained from original sequence $S$ through the WD process are approximate subsequence $A_k$ and detailed subsequences $D_1$ to $D_k$. Based on the above theory, if the level of WD is determined as $k$, then the subsequences of approximations $A_k$ and details from $D_1$ to $D_k$ can be calculated by DWT. All of these subsequences can be forecasted individually using some kind of time sequence forecasting theory, such as autoregressive (AR) models, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and support vector regression (SVR). Then final forecasting results of original data sequence are calculated by inverse discrete wavelet transform.
(IDWT) of the forecasting results of Ak and D1 to Dk. The process of this k-level WD based solar irradiance forecasting method is shown in Figure 3.

In this paper, the multiple forecasting models for ensemble model can be achieved using the WD based solar irradiance forecasting method with different values of WD level k.

![Wavelet decomposition tree](image)

**Figure 2.** Wavelet decomposition tree.

![Forecasting diagram](image)

**Figure 3.** The k-level wavelet decomposition (WD) based solar irradiance forecasting method.

2.3. **Time-Section Data Fusion and Fusion Pattern Classification**

Based on the k-level WD based time sequence forecasting method described above in Section 2.2, six individual irradiance day-ahead forecasting models are built and trained using original irradiance sequence and decomposed irradiance sub-sequences at WD level 1 to 5.

In the case of the structural and parameters of the above six models are determined, the following data can be obtained in simulation:

1. Solar irradiance forecasting results using original data: $\text{IRR}_{p0}$;
2. Solar irradiance forecasting results using decomposed data: $\text{IRR}_{p1}, \text{IRR}_{p2}, \text{IRR}_{p3}, \text{IRR}_{p4}$, and $\text{IRR}_{p5}$;
(3) Actual solar irradiance data: \( IRR_o \);

The three kinds of data can be exhibited in the matrix:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
IRR_{p0}(t_1) & IRR_{p1}(t_1) & IRR_{p2}(t_1) & IRR_{p3}(t_1) & IRR_{p4}(t_1) & IRR_{p5}(t_1) & IRR_o(t_1) \\
IRR_{p0}(t_2) & IRR_{p1}(t_2) & IRR_{p2}(t_2) & IRR_{p3}(t_2) & IRR_{p4}(t_2) & IRR_{p5}(t_2) & IRR_o(t_2) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
IRR_{p0}(t_L) & IRR_{p1}(t_L) & IRR_{p2}(t_L) & IRR_{p3}(t_L) & IRR_{p4}(t_L) & IRR_{p5}(t_L) & IRR_o(t_L)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Then for each time section \( t \), a fusion model is needed to fuse irradiance data \( IRR_{p0}(t) \), \( IRR_{p1}(t) \), \( IRR_{p2}(t) \), \( IRR_{p3}(t) \), \( IRR_{p4}(t) \), and \( IRR_{p5}(t) \) to \( IRR_o(t) \). However, as the characteristic of solar irradiance changes with the time, the performance of each forecasting model will change correspondingly as well. The mapping relationship between different forecasting results and actual irradiance is also unstable, which means that there will be multiple fusion patterns for forecasting results at different time sections. Therefore, to classify all of the data into different classes according to their fusion patterns and build the corresponding fusion model can achieve a better result than using only one single fusion model.

According to the above analysis, a time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model is proposed in this paper. The overall framework of the proposed model is shown in Figure 4. In this exhibit framework, six forecasting models are applied according to different WD level, and the number of fusion pattern is set as three.

![Figure 4](image-url)

**Figure 4.** The framework of the proposed time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model.

According to the forecasting process of proposed model, in the case of determined structure and parameters of six forecasting models, the performance of fusion pattern classification model, targeted
fusion models, and the coordination between the two kinds of models can greatly influence the final solar irradiance forecasting accuracy, which will be further discussed and analyzed in the next section.

3. Mutual Iterative Optimization for Classification and Fusion Models

3.1. Methodology

An optimal fusion pattern classification model and fusion model corresponding to each fusion pattern are very necessary for the accuracy of our proposed time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model. Then, to distinguish different fusion patterns and build the corresponding fusion model automatically, a mutual iterative optimization framework is proposed in this paper.

As the performances of the two kinds of models are inter-related, the final output of forecasting model not only depends on the performance of the two kinds of models, but also the cooperation efficiency between them. Therefore, the fundamental of the proposed mutual iterative optimization framework is based on the idea that using the results of pattern classification model to guide the training of fusion models, and then go back update the classification model according to the fusion accuracy.

This constitutes a calculation cycle, as shown in Figure 5, in which the classification and fusion models are unstable as they will be modified by each other and keep updating constantly. Only when the two kinds of models are perfectly coordinated, thus the data labels according to classification and according to fusion accuracy are exactly the same, can the cycle reach convergence. Then, the needed pattern classification and corresponding data fusion models in our day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model are obtained as well.

![Figure 5.](image)

Figure 5. The fundamental of the proposed mutual optimization framework for pattern classification and data fusion models.

3.2. Algorithm Procedures

Based on the above analysis, the detail procedures of the mutual iterative optimization framework are designed as follows:

1. Set the counting unit $k = 1$. Cluster all of the forecasting results of multiple models at each time section into $n$ classes using k-means algorithm.
2. For data in each pattern class $C_i$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$), build and train the fusion model $F_i^k$ using forecasting results (fusion model input) and actual data (fusion model output).
3. Fuse all the forecasting results using each fusion model $F_i^k$, reclassify the data into different pattern classes according to fusion accuracy. Thus, if the fusion result of model $F_i^k$ is closest to the actual data at time section $t$, then reset the pattern label $L(t)$ to $C_i$.
4. According to the forecasting results and their new pattern labels, build and train a data classification model $F_c^k$.
5. Check if the iteration termination condition is satisfied.
(6) If no, using model \( F^c_k \) to reclassify the data, then goes back to procedure (2). If yes, output the classification model and fusion models as optimized models.

As Figure 6 shows, during the optimization process, the classification model and fusion models are modified mutually in each cycle. Then, the structure and parameters of classification and fusion models are recorded and updated if the performance of final day-ahead solar irradiance forecasting model is increased after a new cycle. The iteration termination condition is set as: no new classification and fusion models are recorded in 200 consecutive cycles or the total number of cycles reaches 2000.

Figure 6. The framework of mutual optimization for pattern classification and data fusion models.

4. Simulation and Discussion

4.1. Data

The solar irradiance data for our simulation is downloaded on the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory website, measured in the Surface Radiation (SURFRAD) station at Desert Rock and Sioux Falls from 2014 to 2016 [34]. There are totally 967 days with available data at Desert Rock and 1021 days with available data at Sioux Falls as shown in Figures 7 and 8. The time resolution of original solar irradiance data is 1 min.
The simulation platform is the MATLAB software (version R2015b), which executed on a laptop PC with a Core(TM) CPU running at 2.3 GHz and a memory capacity of 8 GB under Windows 10 Operating System. To evaluate the forecasting accuracy, three error indexes of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), and Correlation Coefficient (COR) are used to evaluate the accuracy.

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2}{n}} \\
MAE = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} |y_i - \hat{y}_i|}{n} \\
COR = \frac{\text{Cov}(y, \hat{y})}{\sqrt{\text{Var}(y)} \sqrt{\text{Var}(\hat{y})}}
\]

where \(y\) is the actual value, \(\hat{y}\) is the forecasted value, \(n\) is the number of forecasting results.

\[\text{Figure 7. Solar irradiance data of Desert Rock station from 2014 to 2016.}\]

\[\text{Figure 8. Solar irradiance data of Sioux Falls station from 2014 to 2016.}\]

\subsection{4.2. Simulation Design}

When considering the limitation of computing ability and the need for day-ahead forecasting in simulation, the time interval of irradiance sequence is changed from 1 min to 1 h, i.e., the new hourly data is obtained by the average value of every 60 data series within one hour in the original sequence.

Six models are applied to forecast the solar irradiance respectively a standard artificial neural network (ANN) fitting model for irradiance forecasting, and five WD based irradiance forecasting models with WD level from 1 to 5 (described in Section 2.2). The forecast of decomposed sequences in...
WD based model is also realized by the ANN fitting model. The solar irradiance data in the years of 2014 and 2015 are used as training set and the data in the year of 2016 is used as a testing set for the six forecasting models.

Then, for the pattern classification and data fusion models, we set the number of fusion patterns as 2 and select 1000 continuous time sections start at different times to simulate the model, with the former 800 data for training and optimization and the last 200 data for testing. The pattern classification and data fusion are also realized according to ANN.

The accuracy of final forecasting results of solar irradiance will be compared with the output of the first six forecasting models (i.e., standard ANN fitting model and five WD based models), to evaluate the effectiveness of proposed time-section fusion pattern classification based ensemble forecasting model framework.

The reason for choosing the same ANN to realize the fitting, classification, and fusion, on one hand, is because the main contribution of this paper is the proposed forecasting framework utilizing the data fusion pattern classification, using models that are based on the same ANN algorithm can avoid the results deviations caused by the differences in learning abilities of different models. On the other hand, is because ANN is a mature machine learning algorithm and can adapt to different application requirements.

4.3. Simulation Results and Comparison

The solar irradiance data in the last 200 days of 2016 at Desert Rock station is forecasted using eight models: standard ANN model, WD based forecasting models from WD level 1 to 5, an ensemble model using a single fusion model to fuse the 6 models outputs into one result, and the proposed fusion pattern classification based ensemble forecasting model. The deviation between actual solar irradiance and forecasting results of different models in the last month of 2016 from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. are shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9. The deviation between actual and forecasted solar irradiance of different models. (a) WD level 0; (b) WD level; (c) WD level 2 (d); WD level 3; (e) WD level 4; (f) WD level 5; (g) Single fusion model; and, (h) Classified fusion models.

Then the overall accuracy of the 8 models is calculated and shown in Figure 10. As the WD based models also utilize ANN to realize data forecasting, the standard ANN forecasting model can be also considered as a WD based model with WD level 0.
It can be seen that, for the six WD based forecasting models, the overall accuracy of the WD level 3 model is the highest. Then, by fusing all of the forecasting results into one irradiance value at each time section, the ensemble model using a single fusion model can achieve a better accuracy than any individual WD based model.

Moreover, on this basis, the proposed time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model achieved a further more accurate irradiance forecasting result, which proved the effectiveness of the proposed mutual iterative optimization algorithm.

The detail forecasting results of the eight models in continues seven days are shown in Figure 11, solar irradiance data at the time before sunrise and after sunset is neglected in the figure.
to the measuring database in NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory. However, the proposed

station. Namely, its daily solar irradiance curves show more diversity, according
different weather conditions. We also simulate and test the models using Sioux Falls station’s data.
Continues 10 days forecasting results under different weather conditions are shown in Figure 12.

According to the actual solar irradiance curve in Figure 11, there are multiple weather conditions,
including sunny and cloudy days among the 10 days, and the output of the proposed fusion pattern
classification based ensemble forecasting model can track the actual irradiance curve under these
different weather conditions. We also simulate and test the models using Sioux Falls station’s data.
Continues 10 days forecasting results under different weather conditions are shown in Figure 12.

It can be seen that the meteorological conditions of Sioux Falls station are much more unstable
than Desert Rock station. Namely, its daily solar irradiance curves show more diversity, according
to the measuring database in NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory. However, the proposed
fusion pattern classification based ensemble model still shows higher accuracy than the other seven forecasting models even under this condition.

To further test the model performance in different weather conditions, the forecasting results of Sioux Falls station are separated into two parts based on cloudiness (clear sky or cloudy), the evaluated accuracy of the eight models are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that in cloudy days, the proposed model can achieve more improvement in forecasting results than in clear sky days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecasting Models</th>
<th>RMSE Clear Sky Days</th>
<th>RMSE Cloudy Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WD based forecasting model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD level 0</td>
<td>79.57</td>
<td>112.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD level 1</td>
<td>101.76</td>
<td>109.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD level 2</td>
<td>55.34</td>
<td>120.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD level 3</td>
<td>23.16</td>
<td>100.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD level 4</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>46.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD level 5</td>
<td>17.32</td>
<td>46.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble forecasting model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single fusion model</td>
<td>19.55</td>
<td>43.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified fusion model</td>
<td>16.76</td>
<td>36.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the end, to evaluate the performance of the proposed method when compared with other common forecasting methods, the persistence model and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model are also applied to forecast the irradiance. For persistence model, we use the solar irradiance data in the day as the day-ahead forecasting results of the next day directly. For the ARIMA model, an ARIMA (3,1,2) model is built and trained to forecast the next day’s irradiance data according to the previous three days’ data. The values of different models’ accuracy at Desert Rock station and Sioux Falls station are shown in Tables 2 and 3. The comparison shows that the proposed time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model is much more accurate than traditional ANN model (the WD level 0 model in this paper), persistence model, and ARIMA model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>WD Based Forecasting Model</th>
<th>Ensemble Model</th>
<th>Persistence Model</th>
<th>ARIMA Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WD Level 0</td>
<td>74.66</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>112.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD Level 1</td>
<td>51.86</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>112.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD Level 2</td>
<td>38.66</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>112.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD Level 3</td>
<td>32.10</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>112.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD Level 4</td>
<td>36.07</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>112.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WD Level 5</td>
<td>76.99</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>112.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Fusion Model</td>
<td>31.81</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>112.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Fusion Model</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>49.83</td>
<td>112.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>30.33</td>
<td>14.50</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>62.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COR</td>
<td>0.9815</td>
<td>0.9967</td>
<td>0.9916</td>
<td>0.9589</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Simulation Discussion

In the performed simulation of Desert Rock station, the counting unit $k$ reached 249, and the test performance (here use the RMSE as performance index) of proposed day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model after each cycle is recorded, as shown in Figure 13. The accuracy of the ensemble forecasting model increases rapidly in the first 100 cycles. When the cycle counting number is over 100, the value of RMSE began to stabilize.
It is noteworthy that although the trend of model performance keeps increasing, the RMSE value may rebound in several cycles. This may because that the classification and fusion models are realized by ANN algorithm and the random factors in the initialization of ANN can cause some incongruity between the two kinds of models. During the completely cyclic iterative optimization process, the minimum of validation RMSE value can reach to 16.1016, which is much lower than the RMSE value of forecasting results obtained by the proposed model.

On the one hand, although the two are positively related, in practical application the validation RMSE is calculated using available historical data to check the model’s ability to learn and match data, which is different from the RMSE used to evaluate the model forecasting performance. On the other hand, the surrounding environment of photovoltaic power stations is changing over time, the model trained and optimized using historical data may not suit the new characteristics of irradiance. Therefore, it is also necessary to update the model regularly.

5. Conclusions

For the proposed time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model, once the forecasting part models are determined according to historical training data, the fusion pattern classification model and fusion models corresponding to each fusion pattern will be the most important factors of the forecasting approach. Not only can it affect the performance of each individual classification and fusion model, but also the compatibility of these two kinds of models can affect the final forecasting accuracy. Therefore, to improve the performance of the day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model, a mutual iterative optimization framework for pattern classification and data fusion models is proposed in this paper as well. Simulations showed that the pattern classification model and fusion models interact with each other through the fusion pattern labels in the optimization process and the model performance increased after most optimization cycles. The two kinds of models will continue to modify each other during the calculation cycle until reaching the absolute coordination. A comparison of forecasting accuracy was made between each single level WD base forecasting model, the ensemble model with single fusion model, and the ensemble model with pattern classification and data fusion models optimized by the proposed mutual iterative optimization framework. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed time-section fusion pattern classification based day-ahead solar irradiance ensemble forecasting model using mutual iterative optimization was proved by the comparative results.
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